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ABSTRACT
One of the important and new methods of manufacturing nanocomposites is to use organic materials in their
synthesis. Because the organic materials are much safer in compatibility with environment and also these
materials are much cheaper than industrial materials. Aim of this research is to produce nanomaterial using
organic materials such as PVP, SDS and PEG, which the results from this research indicate that just in PVP
additives and thiourea, the obtained copper dimensions are at the range of nano. Thiourea of all additives except
PVP and SDS can be seen with the changes in concentration of copper grain morphology. In all additives except
SDS, concentration changes raise in grain size. With regard to the obtained results, PVP additive is the best
additive for the synthesis of nanopowders of copper, because in addition to simple mechanism and grain size, it
can produce a cooper with purity of 99.5% at range of nano, while thiourea additive has not this feature.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, PVP has become one of the
most important organic additives which is used
to reduce the average particle size of powders
[1-2]. Haas and colleagues [1] have used PVP as
a stabilizer for copper clusters. They have
perceived that PVP has caused increase in rate
of formation of copper nanoparticles and
decrease in copper deposition rate, causing
formation of single copper nanoparticles
dispersed. SDS has been used to mix powders
[3-4]. Effect of concentration of this additive has
not been examined to date. Hey et al [4] and

Wang et al. [3] have used SDS as a reduction in
the particle size in constant concentration and
examined other parameters. Zhang et al [4] have
reached the finding that the presence of SDS and
Tween as moderator in control of particle size
and distribution size is essential. They reached
to the conclusion that copper powder of a crystal
with a cubic structure of spherical particles has a
good dispersion and more uniform size. PEG is
one of the major additives used in copper plating
[5-7]. In addition to reducing the grain size, this
additive affects other coverage features such as
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electrical resistance and transparency. This
additive typically has a grain size reduction
property and used as inhibitor [6-7]. Bouzini and
colleagues [7] suggest that PEG has a tendency
to increase electron transfer. Further, they
concluded that PEG increased the effect of grain
refinement (spherical feature), preferred
germination to
growing crystals,
delays
formation of dendrites, stabilizes growth of
branched dendrites in comparison with the
steady dendrites and increases critical potential.
Research method
In this study, rectifier SL20RPC-IPC model was
used to deposit powder. Ton and toff times have

been 0.1 and 0.9 ms, respectively. Average flow
used to synthesize has been 0.2 (A / cm2).
Electrolyte solution consisted of a mixture of
copper sulfate (2 g / L Cu2 +), sulfuric acid (140
g / L) with organic additives and water. to
prevent powder agglomerates, magnetic stirrer
and ultrasonic devices were used, which the
solution was stirred for 20 minutes with a stirrer
and then was placed in ultrasonic device and pH
9.5 for 40 minutes. Each test was performed
twice, each time for 10 minutes, and the average
grain size was reported and the process
temperature has been reported about 50 degrees.
Table 1 displays conditions of different tests.

Table 1. conditions of tests made with different concentrations of organic additives
Sample code
P
PV1
PV2
PV3
PV4
S1
S2
S3
S4
PE1
PE2
PE3
PE4

Type of additives
Without additives
PVP
PVP
PVP
PVP
SDS
SDS
SDS
SDS
PEG
PEG
PEG
PEG

Concentration (grams per liter)
0
0.2
1
2
3
0.1
0.5
1
2
0.3
0.7
1.2
2

Data analysis
Without additives
Figure 1 shows morphology and particle size of a sample without additive; the powder was red at first.
As shown in figure, the particle size fraction is of a micron and particles have not still reached to
nanoscale (less than 100 nm) and particle size is approximately 1.96 micron and particle morphology is
dendritic. In this research, an attempt is made to reduce grain size with different additives; on the other
hand, reduced particle size in presence of additives has a mechanism which tries to reduce grain size.

Fig 1. Scanning electron microscope image for sample without additives
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Effect of ((C6H9NO)n) PVP
As Figure 2 shows, the best results with PVP additives (decrease in size) was achieved when the
concentration of PVP was in the amount of 2 grams per liter and grain size was estimated to be around
100 nm. In figure 2, particle size distribution chart is seen; as shown in figure, changes in particle size
range from 40 to 120 nm and most particles have the size ranging from 100 to 110 nm. Figure 3
displays powder microscope image which has 2 grams per liter additive; as shown in figure, grains
morphology are in grain morphology for both the Axis and the powder is easily separated from the
cathode surface.

Fig 2. the accumulation percent of particles of different sizes with additive PVP

Figure 3: Scanning electron microscope image for the sample with additive PVP at a concentration of 2 grams per
liter

EDS and XRD analysis indicates that the resulting powder is pure copper. But with the passage of time
and powder's exposure to air, the color of powder gradually becomes dark and tends to black, indicating
oxidation of the powder. Figures 4 and 5 indicate the high purity of the synthesized powder. With
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regard to analysis precision, it can conclude that the produced powder is pure copper. Analysis was
performed twice and number (100%) was presented on both times. With regard to EDS and XRD
precision, it can say that purity of powder is greater than 99.5%. Despite the risk of being corroded
cathode in a very strong acidic conditions, actually tangible and observed corrosion has not occurred in
the cathode. This can be due to two factors: 1- shot process time, 2-Placement of the deposits on the
cathode surface and an electrochemical redox reaction on the cathode surface have not left opportunity
for cathode corrosion(bi-metal cathode). In concentrations greater than 5 grams per liter PVP, impact of
flow increases due to the increased resistance of cell by increasing additives.

Figure 4: X-ray diffraction test for sample with additive PVP at a concentration of 2 grams per liter

Figure 5: EDS test for sample with additive PVP at a concentration of 2 grams per liter

PVP has a POLYVINYL structure with a polar groups. Polar Group has a bonding pair of electron that
can be shared with copper ion and produce a complex. Polar group composed of nitrogen and oxygen.
Figure below displays mechanism of formation of copper powder with a grain size in the nano. As
shown in figure, at the first step, PVP shared a pair of electron with copper ion and produces a complex.
At the second step, when the flow is applied, copper ion reduces as copper atom and deposits on
polymer surface. One or two atoms join polar group. Copper grain size is controlled by increasing the
degree of polarization; PVP and copper ions produce a complex in the electrolyte and move towards the
cathode and the bond between PVP and copper ions has broken on the cathode surface and copper ions
have reduced by applying flow and deposited on surface. With adding PVP to the solution, the speed of
production of copper powder with the copper ion transfer is controlled with complex and the higher the
speed of transfer, the grain size increases.thus, to produce grain size, the transfer speed should reduce,
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and this reduced transfer is produced by increasing the effective flow. In this research the best
conditions appeared at a concentration of 2 g per l PVP, but it cannot be applied at very high
concentrations when effective flow increases.

Fig 6. Schematic view of the opposition of copper ions and PVP

Effect of SDS(C12H25OSO3 Na)
With adding SDS, the best result (in terms of grain size) is achieved when the concentration of 1 gram
per liter has existed and grain size of about 200 nm has been created. At concentrations between 1 and 2
grams per liter, particle size does not change so the best conditions appear at a concentration of about 1
gram per liter; on the other hand, in less concentrations of additive, purity percent of copper will be
better. Figure 6 shows the morphology of copper powder with additives SDS, as the figure shows
copper grains have a spherical shape. Figure 7 displays growth mechanism of copper particles with
additive SDS. Chemical compound of SDS appears with Na+−-C12H25-OSO3 and two anions C12H25OSO3- are created by separation of two sodium ions from two molecules of SDS, so that these two
onions created with copper ion creates a complex which the created complex moves towards cathode
and separates from complex by applying copper ion flow and then deposits on cathode surface after
reducing in form of copper metal. In this case, as before transmission speed of copper atoms will
determine the grain size and also this additive has no effect on effective flow and changes in
concentration have no effect on grain size.

fig 7: Scanning electron microscope image for sample with additive SDS at a concentration
liter
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Fig 8: Schematic view of the opposition of copper ions and PVP

(H(OCH2CH2)nOH) PEG
Effect of concentration is of great importance on additive PEG. The mechanism created on additive
PEG differs. Figure 9 displays the powder created with additive PEG; the created powder has the
particle size to 1.8 micron in which the additive concentration is about 2 grams per liter. Effects of
concentration on particle morphology and size are examined in future, and in this section an attempt is
made to examine mechanism of grains growth. PEG has composed of Cu-O-CH2-CH2- monomers
which contain both hydrogen and oxygen elements and oxygen element in this polymer has enriched of
electron and has the total conditions to share electron with metal elements. Metal anions do not link
directly with PEG, thus the link between them is made indirectly. Thus, copper ions link with existing
oxygen in PEG and PEG is a suitable infrastructure for bonding. By applying flow, movement towards
anode and break of bonds occur, followed by deposition of copper on cathode; in this case, deposition
speed of copper is less and this speed links to additive concentration. The reason for this reduction is
strong bond between copper and oxygen and poor Kinetic conditions take place for breaking this bond.

Fig 9: Scanning electron microscope image of the sample PEG additives at a concentration of 2 g per liter

EDS and XRD analysis indicates that pure copper is the obtained powder. Yet, by the passage of time
and exposure of powder to air, the powder color fades out and tends to black, indicating powder
oxidation. Figures 10 and 11 indicate high purity of synthesized powder. With regard to analysis
precision, it can conclude that the produced powder is pure copper. Analysis was made twice and
number(100%) was presented in both times. With regard to precision of EDS and XRD, it can say that
the purity of powder is greater than 99.5%.
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Fig 10. X-ray diffraction test for samples with PEG additives at a concentration of 2 g per liter

Fig 11. EDS test for samples with PEG additives at a concentration of 2 g per liter

Effect of additive concentration on size and morphology
Effect of PVP
In this section, we examine grain size and morphology and effect of additives concentration on it.
Figure 12(A & B) displays the powder created with PVP additive and two different concentrations; as
shown in figure, the grain zine increases by reduced PVP concentration. As mentioned earlier, this
increase is due to reduced effective flow due to reduced solution resistance, which this reduced
resistance increases the speed of transfer form copper to cathode, but under these conditions the
particles size never enters into nano range. With regard to figures, particle morphology will not change
with changes in concentration. Figure 12 displays further information to compare different
concentrations on grain size and morphology.
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A

B

Fig 12. Scanning electron microscope image for sample with additives PVP. A) Concentration of 2 g per l, b)
concentration of 0.2 grams per liter
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Table . Comparison of concentration of additive PVP on grain morphology and size
Amount(gram per
morphology
Grain size(micron)
additive
liter)
Coaxial
PVP
0.55
0.2
Coaxial
PVP
0.33
1
Coaxial
PVP
0.11
2

0.14

Coaxial

3

PVP

Sample
PV1
PV2
PV3
PV4

Effect of PEG
As said, SDS has no effect on size and morphology, thus in this section effect of PEG is considered.
Figure 13(A,B,C) displays morphology of the powder created with cellulose additive at two different
concentrations. As shown in figure, the grain size reduces by increasing cellulose concentration and this
reduction is more evident in concentration of 2 gram per liter, but particle size does not enter into nano
range with presence of this additive. Figures below display that concentration changes affect particle
morphology in addition to grain size; as shown in figure 13(A), particles are spherical, while leaf grains
have seen in figure 13(B) which relates to concentration of 2 gram per liter and grain morphology
changes to spherical at higher concentration. Table displays better comparison.
A

B

Figure 13. Scanning electron microscope image with additives PEG: A) concentration of 2 g per l, B)
concentration of 1.2 grams per liter
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Table. Comparison of concentration of cellulose additive on grain size and morphology
Sample
additive
Amount(gram per liter)
Grain size(micron)
PE1
PEG
0.3
1.85
PE2
PEG
0.7
1.84
PE3
PEG
1.2
1.80
PE4
PEG
2
1.2

CONCLUSION
1. the obtained copper dimensions are at nano
range in additives PVP and Thiourea.
2. change is seen in morphology of copper
grains by changes in concentration in all
additives except PVP and SDS.
3. Change is made in grain size by changes in
concentration in all additives except SDS
4. With regard to the obtained results, PVP
additive is the best additive for synthesis of
copper nanopowder, because in addition to
simple mechanism and grain size in nano
range, it can produce a copper with purity of
99.5%, while Thiourea additive has not this
feature.

morphology
Needle
Bar
Leafy
Globular
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